
The Importance of Reading 

The more you read,

The more you know.

The more you know,

The smarter you grow.

The smarter you grow,

The stronger your voice,

When speaking your mind

or making your choice. 



Aims

• Why is reading important?

• What we are doing in school to promote reading.

• What are ‘Reading Dogs’?

• Supporting reading at home.



Why is reading important?

What does the research say?

Department for Education (DfE, 2016,) ‘If pupils do not develop sufficient reading acumen by the middle of 

primary school they are less able to learn other curricula’

Byrnes and Wasik (2019) There is a strong connection between reading skills and the level of academic and

professional success enjoyed by an individual in his or her lifetime.



Reading improves concentration

Reading is a complex mental task which makes you utilize your brain. This in turn:

● Improves concentration

● Improves ability to pay attention

● Improves ability to focus for longer periods of time



Reading builds self-esteem

● Reading more expands the amount of knowledge you have and more knowledge 

leads to higher self-confidence.

● Avid readers find it easier to communicate because of their expanded 

vocabularies which in turn improves their self-confidence.

● Reading leads to higher attainment across the curriculum which boosts self-

esteem.



Reading improves creativity & imagination

● Reading about new things challenges your brain to think in new ways.

● Reading helps to develop the creative side of the brain by exposing it to unique 

or unfamiliar ideas.

● Our brain processes descriptions by putting them into mental pictures.

● Reading opens up new worlds which can enrich children’s lives.



Reading improves vocabulary 

Reading challenging books will expose children to many new words.

Books not only teach you what words mean but how to use them correctly as you 

learn new words through contextual clues. 

For Example: Melancholy

When all of Sam’s friends left town for the summer, he felt so melancholy and alone, 

his mum signed him up for a holiday club. 

Reading improves spelling purely because you are seeing the words over and over.



Reading broadens your horizons

● Reading gives you an insight into diversity and other cultures.

● It teaches you about people, places and events outside of your own experiences.

● It teaches you about different beliefs and ways of life that may be new to you.



Reading helps develop a strong sense of character

● Reading helps us to develop empathy by allowing us to feel what our characters 

feel and put ourselves in someone else’s shoes.

● Can relate to characters and better understand themselves through the behaviour 

of others.

● Reading establishes a better understanding of human nature.



Reading improves school performance! 

● Avid readers get better results across all subjects.

● PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment - a government survey 

of the educational performance of 15-year-old pupils) has shown that: Being a 

frequent reader is more of an advantage than having well educated parents.

● ‘Children from disadvantaged backgrounds who read often tend to score better 

than more privileged pupils who do not read at all’ (Hilhorst et al. 2018) 



Reading for pleasure

‘Simply being able to read does not confer the same benefits as actually enjoying it’, Cowell (2018).

‘Reading enjoyment is more important for children’s educational success than their family’s socio-economic 

status’ (Department for Education, 2012)

‘In almost all countries, students who enjoy reading are significantly more likely to be good readers’ (PISA, 2010)

We need to encourage the desire to read for pleasure, an intrinsic desire. 

Reading because ‘you have to’ is not enough.



Autonomy 

Children should be allowed to read texts which match their own interests and 

resonate with who they are.

● If we only provide books that adults think are ‘good’ or ‘appropriate’ for them, 

then we are potentially missing an opportunity to instil in them that vital habit 

of reading for pleasure.

● Inclusion of fiction and non-fiction, a variety of texts.

● Needs to be both challenging and satisfying.



What are we doing in school to promote reading? 

• Times for pupils to read a book of their choice to themselves are allocated on the timetables 
for each class

• Classes share the reading of a class reader which may be a more challenging text than they 
would read by themselves

• Reading challenges in the longer holidays to encourage reading

• Sharing book reviews, or recommending good books to each other

• World Book Day activities; Pyjamarama 2021

• Investment in new books

• Suggested reading lists for each year group are being developed (The Book Trust have good 
lists online)

• Yr 6 Reading Ambassadors 

• Use of ‘Reading Dogs’ across the school to deepen understanding of texts



Reading Dogs

• Many pupils can sound out and decode words, but to get real pleasure from 
reading the content of the text needs to be explored.

• Reading dogs focus on different skills used when reading – e.g. vocabulary, 
inference, summarising, predicting, retrieval.



Bookmarks to help support reading



60 Second Reads



How can reading be supported at home?

• Hear your child read from their school reading book daily

• Ask questions about the text read, use a Reading Dogs bookmark to 
help you ask questions that cover a range of reading skills 

• Make a time for daily reading for pleasure e.g. half an hour each 
night before lights out

• Try to set an example and read yourself, perhaps alongside your child 
at the same time as them

• Share the reading of books, take turns reading sections to each other



Where to find books

• Look in charity shops for books. Many have a good selection for as 
little as 50p. 

• Swop books with friends or relatives

• Kindle have a changing range of free books to download

• Hertfordshire Library’s ‘BorrowBox’ is a free eBook loan app with 
thousands of titles 

• Explore the Book Trust’s website for ideas of recommended books

• Listen to audio books for extra exposure to language

• Try to minimise on line gaming time and TV watching!



Recap

• A wide vocabulary cannot be crammed 

• Reading is extremely important, both for well-being and academic 
achievement across all areas of the curriculum

• Pupils who read for pleasure do better across the curriculum



Questions?


